
Movian - Bug #3287
Movian freezes during playback at times causing PS3 to freeze requiring a forced shutdown
04/02/2017 06:19 PM - Shawn Killough

Status: New Start date: 04/02/2017
Priority: Normal Due date:
Assignee: Andreas Smas % Done: 0%
Category: Video playback Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version:
Found in version: 5.0.465 Platform: PS3
Description

I am not sure if you need more information but it is disappointing such a major bug is present. I now use PS3 media server instead
because after forcing the PS3 to shutdown it does a file system check for corruption.

History
#1 - 04/06/2017 12:12 AM - Rob Koni

Shawn Killough wrote:

I am not sure if you need more information but it is disappointing such a major bug is present. I now use PS3 media server instead because after
forcing the PS3 to shutdown it does a file system check for corruption.

We need a log. Preferably with most debug options on.
Type settings:dev in the searchbar

Switch most options on.

Reproduce the bug and upload the logfile here please.

#2 - 04/06/2017 06:10 AM - Shawn Killough

Okay I turned on the debug options and am using it again to reproduce the issue. Where is the log file stored once I reproduce the issue?

#3 - 04/07/2017 05:49 AM - Shawn Killough
- File movian-0.log added

I was able to reproduce the issue and I found out where the log file is so I have attached it.

#4 - 04/19/2017 09:37 PM - Rob Koni

It seems like half of the memory is gone. Does it happen on a specific file or not?

#5 - 04/20/2017 04:32 AM - Shawn Killough

No, it does not happen only on a specific file. I have only used it for mkv files so I am not sure if it is specific to that type of file.
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Files
movian-0.log 18.7 MB 04/07/2017 Shawn Killough
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